
REPORT 
FOR 9  MONTH
2022

Already helped in

361.246,98pln



Piotr z Bostonuу 
Ceramicy z Warszawy
Paweł i Polscy Przyjaciele z Bostonu
"Svitlytsia" at the parish of the UGCC in Warsaw on
Medowa
Ukrainians from Canada Roman D.
Ukrainians from the USA
Doctors and dentists from Varash
Lyubomyr and Kolyegy

 THANK YOU
to our partners and benefactors:

 Plast Spain  

  Plast National Scout 
Organization of Ukraine

NGO "Union of Prykarpattia
Volunteers''"

Charitable Fund Volunteers:
 Adults to Children

Charitable Fund 
 «Support for UA in EU»» 

Thank you to each and every one who participated in even the smallest
action, for their own contribution, wise advice and kind words. Together we

are powerful!

 Plast France

  Incoming funds

Expencesi

But the largest number of donations were still small amounts (5, 10, 20 PLN...)

361.246,98PLN

363.997,96PLN

Związek Harcerstwa 
Rzeczypospolitej 



Food for long-term storage: canned meat, fish
cereals: rice, buckwheat; macaroni; dry mashed potatoes

 

Current needs: 

Wet wipes, diapers for adults, shampoos,shower gels,
soap, washing powder, dishwashing liquid

Dressing materials, painkillers, suture materials for surgeons,
sterile surgical instruments, anti-colds, vitamins, medication
for cough , poisoning and burns

Clothes: jackets, pants, thermal underwear, socks, underpants,
hats, mittens, fleeces, winter shoes

Tools: generators, hammers, saws, axes, shovels, tool sets

Gas burners + cylinders, heaters: gas, electric, portable stoves

The warehouse works 24/7 as needed,
loading and unloading

cars happens at any time
4 volunteers always work in the

warehouse



The total cost of goods sent to Ukraine is over 2,720,000
euros

500 kg = 400,000 euros

backsights, body armor, helmets, navigators 1000 kg = 20,000 euros

100 kg = 50,000 euros

During the entire period of work,  450 tons of humanitarian aid passed
through the warehouse

Humanitarian aid was sent to all regions of Ukraine (except
temporarily occupied territories), including reaching out to

small villages and small towns such as: Irpin, Bucha,
Borodyanka, Brovary, Melyky, Chornobayvka, Moschun,
Slavutych, Gulyai Pole, Bakhmut, Slavyansk and others



We help to: 

citizens who left the occupied territories, people who live in the
front-line territories, military, medical institutions, orphanages,
nursery homes.We also help with the delivery of so-called
"address" shipments

Another aspect of our activity is assistance in the shipments of
cars for the military. We help with purchasing,customs clearance,
preparing documents. We help with repairs and.tires for these
cars, since we have discounts at tire manufacturers.

We bought several cars for donations and sent them to the front line:
Ambulance Renault Master, bus with refrigerator Mercedes Sprinter
for the transportation of fallen soldiers.



RACHUNEK USD

NAZWA FIRMY: PŁAST –
UKRAIŃSKA ORGANIZACJA
SKAUTOWA W POLSCE
ADRES REJESTROWY FIRMY:
UL. KOŚCIELISKA 7 03-614
WARSZAWA, POLSKA NUMER IBAN
PL12 1600 1462 1891 2770 0000 0008
NUMER BIC/SWIFT PPABPLPK
TYTUŁ PRZELEWU „DAROWIZNA
NA POMOC HUMANITARNĄ”

RACHUNEK EUR

NAZWA FIRMY
PŁAST– UKRAIŃSKA ORGANIZACJA
SKAUTOWA WPOLSCE
ADRES REJESTROWY FIRMY
UL. KOŚCIELISKA 7 03-614
WARSZAWA, POLSKA
NUMER IBAN
PL39 1600 1462 1891 2770 0000 0007
NUMER BIC/SWIFT
PPABPLPK
TYTUŁ PRZELEWU
„DAROWIZNA NA POMOC
HUMANITARNĄ”

RACHUNEK PLN

NAZWA FIRMY
PŁAST – UKRAIŃSKA ORGANIZACJA
SKAUTOWA W
POLSCE
NUMER RACHUNKU:
07 1600 1462 1891 2770 0000 0001
NAZWA BANKU: BNP PARIBAS
BANK POLSKA
SIEDZIBA BANKU: BNP PARIBAS
BANK POLSKA S.A. UL. KASPRZAKA
2, 01-211 WARSZAWA
TYTUŁ PRZELEWU
„DAROWIZNA NA POMOC
HUMANITARNĄ”

Assistance: 

Make a quick one
fund transfer

According to Art. 26 sec. 1 clause 9 Law on
income tax individuals, donations
non-governmental organizations
(including associations) which do not 
have the status of OPP, are subject to
deduction for conditions that the donation
aimed at the public useful purposes (and
organization pursues these goals in
accordance with the statute). Donation
amount is deductible but not
more than 6% of the received income
(deduction is carried out from income -
that is tax base, not with tax).

We will be grateful for
any help!


